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Understanding the Risk and Importance of 
DNS hardening

Like many other Internet protocols, DNS wa-

sn’t designed with security in mind which 

makes DNS infrastructure vulnerable to a 

wide range of DDoS attacks. Yet despite be-

ing a vital component of business infrast-

ructure DNS hardening often turns out to 

be overlooked.

Why are DNS attacks dangerous?

Instead of attacking a website itself, atta-

ckers can target availability and stability 

of a network’s DNS server containing IP ad-

dresses for every website on the Internet. 

In case of a DNS attack, users' browsers 

will not be able to determine an IP address 

that will make a website unavailable. An at-

tacker can constantly generate DNS que-

ries for a DNS server in order to overload 

its resources.
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Qrator.SecureDNS Key Bene�its 

Truncate functionality protects enterprise DNS servers against IoT-based 

DDoS attacks

Qrator Labs Anycast network reduces DNS query latency

Takes seconds to deploy with the Unique Reverse Proxy feature

Best-in-class Ultra-Fast DNS protection

Distributed and reliable cloud Qrator.Se-

cureDNS is an integral part of our enter-

prise solution for continuous online busi-

ness availability.

Qrator.SecureDNS provides minimal re-

sponse time and a high level of protec-

tion against even the most complex and 

high-speed DDoS attacks.

Without a special protection, the only way 

to mitigate such an attack is to increase 

servers’ power. However, a constant inc-re

ase in capacity may result in leveraging 

DNS server for carrying out further DDoS 

attacks on other websites. Failure of a 

DNS server can lead to partial or complete 

unavailability of a web resource.
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Make your DNS server avail-
able 24/7

There is no need to install additional soft-

ware or purchase hardware. Our global 

anycast network ensures high availability 

Cloud solution based on Qrator Labs network

at no additional cost, and in case of a DNS 

attack at least one server remains up and 

constantly running.

Additional Qrator Labs DNS Server 

It implements advanced DNS attack mi-

tigation techniques and a special bot re-

quest processing logic working different-

ly from the logic of handling legitimate us-

er requests.

Easy to connect

Con�igure DNS security choosing one of 

two implementation options: Qrator Sec-

ondary DNS (protection with full disclosu-

re of a domain zone) or Qrator DNS Rever-

se Proxy (protection without full disclosu-

re of a domain zone).

Built-in DNSSEC 

The DNSSEC protocol is a DNS Security Ex-

tension created to increase security level 

of DNS record authentication using digital 

signatures. Qrator.SecureDNS provides bu-

ilt-in support of DNSSEC to minimize ris-

ks of attacks and improve data integrity.

Detailed DNS tra�ic analysis

Advanced DNS tra�ic analytics is always 

available online in Qrator Labs dashboard. 

Customers can generate detailed DNS sta-

tistics reports in their personal accounts 

�iltered by response statuses, request ty-

pes, etc.
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How it works



Easy deployment with 
better performance and 
availability
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A client allows transfer of his domain 

zone from the current NS server to 

the Qrator Labs server ns.qrator.net. 

QRATOR SECONDARY DNS 

(protection WITH full disclosure of a 

domain zone)

QRATOR SECONDARY DNS 

(protection WITHOUT full disclosure of 

a domain zone)

Applies when a client does not have 

an opportunity to provide control of 

a domain zone.

A client speci�ies an IP address allo-

cated by Qrator Labs as the authori-

tative server address for its zone. 

Qrator Labs con�igures transfer of a 

domain zone �ile from the main cli-

ent’s NS server which address is no 

longer known to attackers (Hidden 

Primary).

A client reports Qrator Labs on IP 

address(-es) of authoritative servers 

(or a Hidden Primary NS server) and 

speci�ies an IP address allocated by 

Qrator Labs as the address of an au-

thoritative server for the own zone. 

With this connection scenario, a Qra-

tor Labs NS server will act as a recur-

sor server with a cache of data about 

a client's connected zone.

If Qrator Labs server does not have 

information about a record, it will 

send a request to an upstream server 

and keep a response.
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